1. Event Information

- Event Type: Sports and Cultural Activity
- Event Duration: 3 Days - 8th 9th & 10th November 2023
- Conducted by: UTSAV - ICFAI School of Architecture- Club
- Location: IFHE campus, Dontanapally, Hyderabad
- Event Host: ICFAI School of Architecture
- Organized for: All Batches
- Recording available: NA
- Poster available: YES
- No. of Participants: 65

- Event Objectives: To bring Students together and showcase their talents in sports, art and culture as part of UTSAV 2023, the annual sports and cultural college fest of ICFAI School of Architecture

- Event Outcomes: Students were highly competitive and showcased the exceptional talent of our students

- Event Brief

UTSAV 2023, the annual sports and cultural college fest of ICFAI School of Architecture, was a resounding success this year. The event brought together students from diverse backgrounds and showcased their talents in sports, art, and culture. The fest featured a wide array of sports competitions, including cricket (men and women), throw ball, tug of war, badminton, chess, caroms, and table tennis. This report highlights the major events and outstanding performances from UTSAV 2023.

SPORTS EVENTS: 8th & 9th November 2023

1. Cricket – Boys and Girls
i. The cricket events for both men and women were highly competitive and showcased the exceptional talent of our students.
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List of Student Participants:

Boys

i) Gautham
ii) Prahallad
iii) Sankar
iv) Sudhamsh
v) Abdur Rahman
vi) Koushik
vii) Kireeti
viii) Nirmal
ix) Akshad
x) Fahad
xi) Aditya  
 xii) Arbaz

**Girls**

i) Manogna  
ii) Richa  
iii) Bharini  
iv) Purva  
v) Harshitna Naidu  
vi) Ananya  
vii) Sahitihi  
viii) Sahithi  
ix) Pradeepthi  
x) Hashmitha  
xi) Zeba  
xii) Kranthi  
xiii) Lasya  
xiv) Tanisha  
xv) Samhitha  
xvi) Maanvika  
xvii) Soumya

2. **Throw Ball**

- The throw ball competition was intense, with spirited performances by all teams.
List of Student Participants:

i. Bharini
ii. Kranti
iii. Purva
iv. Lasya
v. Manogna
vi. Richa
vii. Kaushik
viii. Gautham
ix. Shankar
3. Tug of War

- Tug of War witnessed displays of strength and teamwork among the participants.
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List of Student Participants

i. Bharini

ii. Kranti

iii. Purva

iv. Lasya

v. Manogna

vi. Richa

vii. Kaushik

viii. Gautham

ix. Shankar

x. Harshita naydu

xi. Hashmitha
xii. Ananya  
xiii. Zeba  
xiv. Pradeepthi  
xv. Sahiti  
xvi. Prahallad  
xvii. Kireeti  
xviii. Fahad

4. Badminton, Chess, Caroms and Table Tennis

- These indoor sports displayed strategic thinking, precision, and agility.
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Introduction

The cultural dimension of UTSAV 2023, the annual college fest hosted by ICFAI School of Architecture, witnessed an extraordinary showcase of artistic talents. Dancers, singers, and guitarists converged to dazzle the audience with their performances. This report provides a detailed account of the cultural events, including dance, singing, and guitar performances.

Location: FST AUDITORIUM. IFHE CAMPUS.

Dance Performances: The dance performances at UTSAV 2023 were a vibrant display of creativity and expression. Dance troupes and solo performers took the stage and left the audience in awe.
**Contemporary Dance:** The contemporary dance performances showcased fluidity, emotion, and innovation. Dancers moved gracefully through a variety of themes, captivating the audience with their storytelling through motion.

**Fusion Dance:** Fusion dance performances combined elements from different styles, creating a unique and captivating experience. The fusion of traditional and contemporary dance elements was particularly striking.

**Photographs**
Outstanding Performances: 5th year Students – 1st Prize, 2nd and 3rd Year Students – Second Prize

Singing Performances: The singing segment of UTSAV 2023 featured melodious voice of Professor Rama Kiran as a solo singing performance that left a lasting impression on the audience.
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Guitar Performances: The guitar performances added a unique musical dimension to UTSAV 2023. Guitarist Aditya from 1st year strummed his way into the hearts of the audience with their skillful and melodious renditions on his acoustic Guitar displaying his mastery of this versatile instrument, performing a wide range of musical styles.
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Prize Distribution:

Winners and Runner-ups for all the sports competitions and cultural dance performance were given the gold medals and silver medals with trophies and certificates.
Conclusion: UTSAV 2023’s cultural performances were nothing short of spectacular, demonstrating the depth of artistic talent among the students of ICFAI School of Architecture. The event celebrated the diversity of art forms and left a lasting impression on all attendees. We extend our heartfelt congratulations to all the participants, winners, and outstanding performers who made this year’s cultural segment of UTSAV an unforgettable experience.